This document is a companion to the paper "Monk's Rule and Giambelli's Formula for Peterson Varieties of All Lie Types." We provide the source code for computing the Giambelli's formula in types E 6 E 7 and E 8 . This was done in Sage 5.2.
These functions can be used in any Lie type. To calculate the lists L w K and L p(w K ) we must specify which Lie type we want to work in. The code for calculating in type E 8 is given first with annotations, followed by the similar code for types E 7 and E 6 .
Type E 8
First we need to define the objects we will need for the computation. 
The lists L w K and L p(w K ) are obtained using this code:
The list worde8 is L w E 8 and the list listpwk is L p(w E 8 ) . For each simple reflection s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s 8 the evaluation of p s i (w E 8 ) is calculated using this code. Here we have used i = 3, but this must be run eight times, setting i equal to one through eight.
The final value is q=
This code finds all sublists of worde8 that are reduced words for v K . Since v K must end in s 8 and it last occurs in the 57 th spot in the list, we only need sublists of the first 57 terms. The CPU time was slightly over 10000 minutes for this step of the calculation. The same calculation can be done with fewer lines of code, but a longer run time. The list worde7 is L w E 7 and the list listpwk is L p(w E 7 ) . For each simple reflection s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s 7 the evaluation of p s i (w E 7 ) is calculated using this code. Here we have used i = 3, but this must be run seven times, setting i equal to one through seven. The final value is q= 1 t p s i (w E 7 ). The last component of Giambelli's formula is evaluating p v K (w K ). This code finds all sublists of worde8 that are reduced words for v K . Since v K must end in s 7 which last appears in the 27 th spot in the list, we only need sublists of the first 27 terms. X=Set([0..26]) Y=X.subsets(7) Z=[] 
